Basic Sight Words Flash Cards, Ages 6 - 9
Customer Reviews

The issue is that these are advertised for grades 1-3 but that can't be right. The most difficult word in the entire pack is "please" and it's the only word with 6 letters. The majority are 2 and 3 letter words. I purchased the EduPress brand sight words on a ring for my young child and he learned them very quickly and wanted more. I figured I would try these but they are way too basic. I have an older child and when he was in 3rd grade, they gave him much more difficult words. Ditto for 1st and 2nd grade. These cards may be useful for a child who is just starting to read, don't let the "grades 1-3" in the description fool you. The price is ok, you could probably get similar cards at the dollar store or Target for at a better price. The quality of the cards is pretty good. Soft and bright card stock. Here is a list of some of the words: 1. a 2. after 3. all 4. am 5. an 6. an 7. and 8. any 9. are 10. at 11. ate 12. away 13. be 14. big

Pretty good list of words. Helps my son create his own sentences. Good for first grade children or for children entering first grade.

This box of Flash Cards from Carson-Dellosa covers most of the High Frequency Words / Dolch aka Sight Words that your child will need to know up to the end of 1st Grade. There are 98 words total, with each card showing a word on the front side of the card and a sentence using the word (this word is underlined) on the back of the card. It also comes with a card that lists all the words alphabetically on one side and some suggestions for using the cards on the other side. Three blank cards are also provided for writing your own words. After researching many other sets this was the most complete set and all together a great set for the beginning learner.

Great cards for my budding reader. She loves doing flash cards and these were great. Grade level might be off for some kids. My daughter is in Kindergarten and mastered these in a "flash" but then again, she loves reading and may be a bit advanced for her age in that area. I don't think I'd classify these words as 2nd or 3rd grade though. I'd say more Pre-K to 1st Grade level.

After researching several other flash card sets, I selected this one and couldn't be happier. The cards are very sturdy, and the lack of pictures or graphics makes my daughter focus on reading the words without any distractions or clues. Also, the sentences on the back provide additional reading practice. My daughter was so proud of herself the first time she read a full sentence on the back of one of the cards! Some of the sentences use much larger and more difficult words than her reading
level, but she is learning to sound them out and pronounce them too. I highly recommend this set of cards.

These cards have been extremely helpful for our 3 year old. Before he turned 3 he knew all of his capital and lower case letters and knew how to pronounce them. We figured that it was time to move to sight words. These flash cards are great for a number of reasons.1) The words are some of the most common used and seen 2) There are short sentences on the back of each word using other words in the pack where he can read his own sentences.3) The flash cards are made with a very durable thickness 4) It’s been demonstrated that this type of “sight word reading” is very effective and we’re seeing it right before our eyes Yes, they are just flash cards - and you can make your own - but I’d rather spend $8 and save an hour or two writing words and sentences. It is so fun watching our 3 year old son read 6 and 7 word sentences and feel very proud of himself.

these are great for me to help my 1st grader figure out which words she needs to focus more on. I have her read the word, then come up w/ a sentence on her own using the word, then turn it over and have her read the word. We also LOVE the popcorn game and use it in the same manner, but those don’t have a sentence to read, just a word for her to make up a sentence on her own.

My son is about to enter Kinder and I ordered these just for home use. I find them durable and the sentences on the back are great because they use words that he is learning on other cards. I am happy with this purchase.
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